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fanaa is a 2005 indian film produced by sajid nadiadwala and directed by aditya chopra. the film stars shah rukh khan, aamir khan, kajol, madhuri dixit, and sharman joshi. the story is set in kashmir and revolves around three friends, zooni (kajol), fareeha (madhuri dixit) and rehan (aamir khan). the film was
released on 29 july 2005, a day before eid al-fitr, and was also released on a single screen in mumbai. the soundtrack was released on 30 july 2005. the film opened to excellent reviews and became the second highest grossing indian film of the year. fanaa is also one of the highest-grossing bollywood films
of all time, with a worldwide gross of. fanaa opened to critical acclaim and was a commercial success at the box office, with an opening-day gross of, becoming the second highest-grossing indian film of the year. it was the second indian film after devdas to receive a "certified clean" rating from the central

board of film certification (cbfc). the film went on to gross over worldwide. the film also gave shah rukh khan more prominence in the industry. what's the difference between srt and ass subtitle? the srt format is older and more widely supported, and some players don't support the ass format at all. both are
text-based formats, but ass also contains a xml file which includes metadata about the movie and the subtitles. fanaa movie with subtitles available in english. you can download fanaa movie with english subtitles with a single click. the fanaa english subtitles will work with all the devices. fanaa subtitles are

available in zip format. so you have to unzip the file you downloaded from here, then you can use the fanaa srt file in your media.
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